2000 chevrolet camaro z28 ss

A small technicality, we suppose, but there are no technicalities when it comes to the Camaro's
performance abilities, particularly in Z28 or SS guise. These Camaros are blazingly quick, hold
the road tenaciously, cost less than the average price of a new car in this country and get
decent gas mileage when they're not being hammered along a twisty, two-lane road. Two trim
levels are available for in either coupe or convertible bodystyles. Mated to a four-speed
automatic or five-speed manual transmission, this sufficiently strong motor makes a strong
argument for avoiding the higher insurance rates and prices of the Z An optional
performance-handling package puts dual exhaust, tighter steering and a limited-slip differential
on the V6 Camaro. The Z28 is the go-faster Camaro. Equipped with a detuned Corvette 5. Opt for
the SS performance package and you get horsepower same as the Mustang Cobra , thanks to
forced air induction through an aggressive-looking hood scoop. The SS gets to 60 mph from
rest in a little over five seconds. For , revisions are few. New interior colors and fabrics, along
with steering wheel-mounted stereo controls, freshen the passenger compartment. Engines
meet LEV standards in California and other low-emission states, and one new exterior color is
available. These changes are welcome. The new, more intricately laced alloy wheels that look
like wheelcovers are not. They look difficult to clean, and those beautiful, fat, five-spokers on
the SS have been sacrificed for the sake of change. The interior of the Camaro is functional, but
cheap in appearance. Visibility is nothing to brag about either. The Camaro holds a respectable
amount of gear in the cargo hold more than 33 cubic feet of space with the generally useless
rear seats folded down , and airbags and antilock brakes are standard. Rumors are flying that
GM is set to kill the Camaro, and since no product is scheduled for the Canadian Camaro plant
after , those rumors are likely true. Steadily declining sales are to blame, and the company is
eager to slice non-performing models from the lineup. If the Camaro dies, it would be a real
shame because - from a bang-for-the-buck standpoint - the Z28 is unbeatable. More mature
drivers can order traction control, but that option defeats some of the fun of Chevy's pony car:
smoky, adolescent burnouts that leave the drivers behind choking on charred Goodyears.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're
interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap
used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested
in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Used Chevrolet Camaro Z28 SS. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Camaro lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Chrysler Concorde front styling, cheapo interior materials, boy-racer
image. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Camaro
for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices
drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. New interior colors and fabrics,
redundant steering-wheel audio controls, new alloy wheels, and a new exterior color debut.
Read more. Write a review See all 79 reviews. Nice, Nice, Nice. This red beauty has been great
since the day I bought it new off the showroom floor on Halloween, Except perhaps original
Goodyear F-1 tires which are now long gone! Looks, performance, looks and second looks from
women, comfort, decent mileage, plus lots of options except traction control make for a great
car and ownership experience! Trick SLP options include exhaust system and chrome wheels,
both of which I am very pleased with. Read less. Although gas mileage isn't ideal, you will have
so much fun driving this car that it more than makes up for the gas. I will never sell my SS.
Unfortunately just had to sell my '00 Camaro SS, convertible. My hardest decision I've had to
make in my young life. Searched for months for the right color and body, and found a 00
leftover in 01 with only miles on it. Bought for significantly lower than would've paid new.
Excellent performance, and roominess ever try sitting in a little Mustang? Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average
Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Camaro. Sign Up. Just like the Z28s and
SSs of 30 years ago. No gizmo-actuated variable-valve timing, no overhead cams, no
independent rear suspension, no BS. The honest-to-quarter-mile musclecar goods, and one of
the last examples on the market that can make the claim of being a true descendant of what it's
been from, well, its beginning back in ' There are few changes to the SS from last year: the

addition of redundant audio controls on the steering wheel, an optional disc CD changer, new
interior fabrics, and new wheel designs for all Camaros, actually. The all-alloy 5. Both now meet
LEV standards, which is pretty amazing, considering the smoggy "death" of performance 25
years ago. This thing's got torque everywhere: It comes off the line hard and keeps on
pulling-just look at the numbers though no one could explain why our identically powered Trans
Am test car was markedly quicker. GM's LS1 is one of our favorite powerplants, the SS intake
and exhaust systems just letting it breathe that much better. And it sounds wonderful. It's very
smooth for an overhead valver, and quite docile if you're so inclined. The easy-to-snick
six-speed means you have a gear for any occasion, though the 0. There's plenty of stick on the
skidpad, too, though from a sophistication standpoint, you won't confuse its handling with that
of a Ferrari Modena. The solid rear axle is relatively well behaved, unless you hit a big bump in
the middle of a fast corner; that brings on a little dancing at the back. Musclecars of yore would
be seriously jealous of the Camaro's brakes these days: lots of stopping power and little fade,
even on the racetrack. Inside, the instruments and controls work fine, the result of a '97 cockpit
upgrade. We'd ask for a bit more side-bolstering in the seats sportier versions of which went
away in that interior overhaul. And GM's Monsoon stereos have become as good as all but the
very high-end European systems. Moral of story: The Camaro SS is for the one who values
American-style tire-burning performance above all else. Yes, you can whine about its plasticky
cargo area finish, marginal visibility, cramped back seating space, obnoxious hump in the floor
to clear the catalytic converter, and annoying skip-shift programming. If it's Good
Housekeeping-style practicality you want, please, go buy a minivan. That'll mean more SSs for
those of us who just wanna go. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
08 honda civic parts
toyota corolla 2010 spark plugs
meyer snow plow wiring diagram e60
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

